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This document specifies the effects and details of the Grave Ward  spell for DCC.

Grave Ward

Level: Cleric 3 / Wizard 4 Range: Self or touch Duration: Varies Casting time:  1 turn Save: None

General: Invoking the ancient signs and phrases of warding the caster shields the target from the sepulchral
gaze of Death itself. This ritual was once well known in the ancient empires of men, and degenerate forms of
this warding magic live on in the protective charms and litanies of hedge wizards and false prophets.

As a material component the spell requires a pound of sanctified salts, which are consumed upon casting.

This spell can only be cast on a living target, it has no effect on those already  claimed by death. Characters
who are Bleeding out (DCC rulebook pg. 93) count as living for this definition.

Manifestation: Roll d4: (1)  a warding signet appears on the target’s chest, and vanishes when its magic is
spent; (2)  an unusually  large bird of prey  follows the target everywhere they  go, and shrieks mournfully
when the ward is broken; (3) the target’s countenance gains an alluring, supernatural inner glow which fades
when the ward is expended; (4) the target appears to have an additional, distorted shadow, which disappears
when the ward breaks.

Corruption: Roll d4: (1) the caster ages 1d5 years; (2) the caster permanently suffers from terrifying, prophetic
nightmares  considering  their  demise; (3)  the caster  develops  a  morbid  fascination  with  death  in  all  its
manifestations; (4)  from  now  on,  undead  creatures  are fascinated  by  the caster,  flocking  to them  from
faraway places.

Misfire: Roll d5: (1) the ward’s effect is reversed: for the next week, the caster cannot receive any supernatural
healing; (2)  the caster’s body festers temporarily: for the next week, they appear to be a zombie for all intents
and purposes; (3)  all creatures within 30’ of the caster immediately age 10 years; (4)  the spell animates any
carcasses, corpses or carrions in the nearby vicinity, and the newly risen dead stalk the caster, attacking at an
inopportune moment; (5)  Death notices the caster and begins following them: the caster automatically fails
any Recovering the body check (DCC rulebook pg. 93) made within the next week.
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Spell check
result* Effect
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Clerics: Failure and disapproval! 

Wizards: Lost, failure and worse! Roll d6 modified by LCK: (0 or less) corruption + patron taint
+ misfire; (1-3) corruption; (4) patron taint (or corruption if no patron); (5+) misfire.

2-11 Failure. If caster is a wizard, spell is lost for the day.

12-15 Failure, but spell is not lost.

16-17
The caster successfully wards of peril away from themselves: they will automatically succeed
in the next  Recovering the body check (DCC rulebook pg. 93)  made during the next week;
after this the ward is broken. Any attribute drain associated with dying still takes effect. 

18-21

The caster is shielded from death. They will automatically succeed in the next Recovering the
body check (DCC rulebook pg. 93) made during the next week; after this the ward is broken.
Any attribute drain associated with dying still takes effect. 

As long as the ward is in place the undead avoid the target, conferring a +1 bonus to their AC
when attacked by such unnatural creatures. 

Alternately, the caster may apply effect 16-17 to another creature within touch range.

22-23

The ancient wards protect the caster from doom. The ward automatically cancels one effect
which would cause automatic death (poison, spell  etc.) but cannot protect the target from
damage. Alternately, they will automatically succeed in the next Recovering the body check
(DCC rulebook pg. 93) made during the next week; any attribute drain associated with dying
still takes effect. After either of the above happens, the ward is broken.  

As long as the ward is in place undead creatures avoid the target, conferring a +1 bonus to AC
when in combat. 

Instead of the above the caster may choose to apply effect 18-21 to another creature within
touch range.

24-26

The caster becomes abhorrent to death and its lackeys. The ward automatically cancels one
effect which would cause automatic death (poison, spell  etc.) but cannot protect the target
from damage. They  will also automatically succeed in the next  Recovering the body check
(DCC rulebook pg. 93) made during the next week; any attribute drain associated with dying
still takes effect. After either of the above happens, the ward is broken.  

As long as the ward is in place undead creatures avoid the target, conferring a +1 bonus to AC
when in combat, and an immunity against supernatural ability drain and aging effects. 

Instead of the above the caster may choose to apply effect 22-23 to another creature within
touch range.
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27-31

The caster is completely warded from peril. The ward automatically cancels one effect which
would result in the target’s demise, including poison, magic and lethal damage. Alternately,
they will automatically succeed in the next Recovering the body check (DCC rulebook pg. 93)
made during the next week; any attribute drain associated with dying still takes effect. After
either of the above happens, the ward is broken.  

As long as the ward is in place undead creatures avoid the target, conferring a +1 bonus to AC
and an immunity against supernatural ability drain and aging effects. 

Instead of the above the caster may choose to apply effect 24-26 to another creature within
touch range.

32-33

The caster  is  warded  from  death  and  anathema  to its  servants. The  ward  automatically
cancels one effect which would result in the target’s demise, including poison, magic and
lethal damage. Alternately, they will automatically succeed in the next Recovering the body
check (DCC rulebook pg. 93) made during the next week; any attribute drain associated with
dying still takes effect. After either of the above happens, the ward is broken.  

As long as the ward is in place undead creatures avoid the target, conferring a +1 bonus to AC,
making the target invisible to undead of 3 HD or less, and granting them  an immunity
against supernatural ability drain and aging effects. 

Instead of the above the caster may choose to apply effect 27-31 to another creature within
touch range.

34-35 As effect 32-33, but the caster may apply the effect to a number of targets equal to their CL.

36+

For the next year, the caster is hidden from death. During this time the ward will cancel one
effect which would result in the target’s demise, including poison, magic and lethal damage.
Alternately, they  will  automatically  succeed in the next  Recovering the  body check  (DCC
rulebook pg. 93) made during this period, averting any attribute drain associated with their
demise. After either of the above happens, the ward is broken.  

As long as the ward is in effect, the caster has +5 to AC against attacks from undead creatures,
is invisible to undead creatures of 4 HD or less, and is shielded from all  draining effects.
Additionally, the caster does not age at all for the duration of the wards effects.
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